FOOD PRODUCTION

Come learn about food production and how individuals can be a part of growing sustainable food systems!

Date: Wed, 11/18  Time: 5-7pm  Location: Student Center, Emerald Bay CDE

Stella Liu is a recent graduate from UCI with aspirations to change problems that she sees in the world. Stemming from her experiences at Costa Rica, Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, she decided to focus her energies on possible solutions for food insecurity.

Jennifer Gamble currently works in Student Affairs at UCI, where she works in residence life and serves as the Director of the UCI Costa Rica Program focusing on global sustainability and cultural immersion. She’s spent 15 years leading orientation, leadership development, and experiential learning programs at several universities.

Katrina Benedicto supports coffee operations at colleges and universities across the Southwest. She is passionate about social justice and is regarded as a subject matter expert on coffee certifications. Katrina loves uniting campus coffee programs to community development, funding projects locally and in coffee origin countries.